Extra notes:

To learn how to observe things in nature.

My favorite thing today was the bug hunt.
• Sit for 1 minute and write down all the sounds you hear.

I hear a bird and I hear Marisol talking. I hear dogs barking. I hear fumbling. I hear wrapper rustlings. I hear chewing. I hear quiet.

• Write 3 sentences describing a plant.
• Write 3 sentences describing one animal that lives here.

The spider has a furry abdomen. It is white and orange stripes on its legs. It has really small eyes. It hanging upside down. Its web is perfect. It has a yellow neck. It has a black butt.

• Find a rock and look at it with a hand lens, what does it look like? Write down 5 words that describe it.
- Find two leaves. Bring them to your group leader and describe how they are the same and how they are different. Make a leaf rubbing of each leaf.

Leaf Rubbing 1: